Recent News
	David Braun & Ge Wang discuss Faust and ChucK with TouchDesigner
derivative.ca/event/touchdesigner-insession-180-david-braun-ge-wang/65762read more
	DEG Presents Hedy Lamarr Award to Dolby Laboratories’ Chief Scientist Poppy Crum
&nbsp;read more
	Poppy Crum Joins Advisory Board for Engineering & Technology Magazine's Innovation Awards
Congratulations to Poppy Crum for joing the Advisory Board for the Engineering &amp; Technology Magazine's Innovation Awards! Check out the interview here, in which she discusses her path from a professional violinist to her position today as a neuroscientist and technologist.read more
	JackTrip: Syncing performances online, Stanford News
&quot;Stanford-developed software enables musicians isolated by the  coronavirus pandemic to jam together again in real-time ... A  longstanding software program for online music playing has been  optimized for slower, home-based internet connections.&quot;

https://news.stanford.edu/2020/09/18/jacktrip-software-allows-musicians-sync-performances-online/

By Adam Hadhazy
	The Curious Composer: Jonathan Berger
A Q &amp; A with&nbsp;Jonathan Berger is featured in the September/October edition of Psychology Today. Check out the article in the PDF attached. Congratulations, Jonathan!
      File Attachment:&nbsp;
    
            
                    JBergerInterview
	Hearables Will Monitor Your Brain and Body to Augment Your Life, by Poppy Crum
Poppy Crum recently published a fascinating article in IEEE's magazine Spectrum on the potential future of wearables/hearables.

Quote from the article:read more
	ARTFUL DESIGN — A new (comic) book by Ge Wang!
What is the nature of design, and the meaning it holds in human life? What does it mean to design well -- to design ethically?  How can the shaping of technology reflect our values as human beings?&nbsp; These are the questions addressed in Ge Wang's new book,&nbsp;ARTFUL DESIGN&nbsp;(check it out:&nbsp;https://artful.design/).read more
	Technology that Knows What You're Feeling: TED2018 Talk Featuring Dr. Poppy Crum
Very interesting talk by Poppy Crum:

What happens when technology knows more about us than we do? Poppy Crum  studies how we express emotions -- and she suggests the end of the poker  face is near, as new tech makes it easy to see the signals that give  away how we're feeling. In a talk and demo, she shows how &quot;empathetic  technology&quot; can read physical signals like body temperature and the  chemical composition of our breath to inform on our emotional state. For  better or for worse. &quot;If we recognize the power of becoming  technological empaths, we get this opportunity where technology can help  us bridge the emotional and cognitive divide,&quot; Crum says.read more
	CCRMA's SLOrk Featured in Wired Magazine
The Aural Magic of Stanford's Laptop Orchestra

read more
	CCRMA: Award-winning Faculty!
Please join us in contratulating Dr. Poppy Crum upon receiving two recent awards! Her work on tech industry standards, particularly focusing on improving hearing aid technology, and her leadership as a women in the tech world have been recognized by the Consumer Technology Association and the Advanced Imaging Society. Links to articles are below.

Way to go, Poppy!

CTA Honors Five for Outstanding Contributions to Tech Industry Initiatives and Standards
read more

